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"By decree of the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace, all Xuan Masters and above, come to the Qing Yun
Heavenly Palace for training, and are not allowed to leave the Palace without permission! Anyone
who disobeys the order will be executed by the divine sword! Exceptions can be made for the Lin
Family and the Lei Family, but without permission from the Qingyun Heavenly Palace, they may
not use force at will, or else they will suffer the consequences!"

Within the divine sword, the majestic voices of Lin Cangdou and Chen Beixuan

slowly resounded, no one could disobey the sage's decree!

After all, all under the saints were mere ants!

"I obey the decree!" All bowed respectfully to the sword light.

"The Sage is draped, great-grandson is born today, may I be allowed to ease a few
days before reporting to the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace?" Xu Fanghua asked stiffly, not quite
sure.

"Granted!"

With that said, the sword light shot straight up into the clouds and returned to the
Qing Yun Heavenly Palace. Apart from Xu Fang Hua, Lin Yun and the two of them, as well as that



elder from the Lei family, all the strong people who had been informed of the event did not dare

to disobey anything and rose up into the sky with the golden sword light.

As they were leaving, the three strong men of the Xu Clan saw that Xu Fang Hua

and the others had not moved, and their eyes were as gloomy as water, they had disobeyed the

law!

Damn, once they left, would there be any room for the Xu Clan to survive?

No, something must be done, something must be done!

At this moment, a truly shocking image appeared, the ten thousand sword qi that

had fallen, converging again from all directions, heading towards the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace,
each sword qi carrying a person, except, of course, for three of them.

This, truly . Ten thousand swords returning!

"Milk, grandma, what's that, what's that?" Lin Hao's head was spinning, and he

didn't want to believe this fact.

Xu Fanghua dotingly stroked Lin Hao's head, "Qing Yun Heavenly Palace, the
saint's residence, that golden light just now was the saint's decree, anyone who reached the Xuan
Shi level of strength was given the decree, we were able to stay, probably thanks to Little Hao's
blessing."



"What! This dense sword light, if not ten thousand, then a few thousand ...... this."
Lin Hao screamed up, Ma De, there were so many Xuan Master powerhouses?

So far, apart from the five guys of Chen Bei Xuan's position, he had seen and

knew of absolutely no more than ten Xuan Master powerhouses!

The sword light that just fell on Jinling was almost thirty, Ma De, Jinling hid?
Shan yi zero wu chapiao whisked the ground? More than thirty Xuan Master bigwigs?

"Xiao Hao, there are some things that I don't know much about, so I'm not sure,
not just you, even I don't know that the land of China has hidden such a large number of Xuan

Master powerhouses." Xu Fanghua also spread his hands helplessly, "But there is one thing I

probably know:" Think about it, before the Dragon Sect announced that it was the entry of the

Patriarchs, and not the Xuan Masters, didn't you notice just now? How much sword light is there

in the deserted northwest?"

Lin Hao wiped a handful of cold sweat from his forehead, he probably got it.

But on second thought, Lin Hao was relieved, those things were none of my

business, unless those two old bastards just hiccuped, these Xuan masters couldn't hawk around
even if there were more of them.

"Brat, I feel as if you're cursing old me!" Chen Bei Xuan's voice rang out abruptly.



Lin Hao shivered in fear, stiffened his head and raised his neck, "You're talking
nonsense, you're slandering, I can sue you for slander!"

"Alright, I don't care to talk nonsense to you, you have done a beautiful job of
eliminating the ordinary people's quantum of evil thoughts and suppressing them, I'll take the
credit for this, after it's over, you should take the first credit since!"

"But, the quantum calamity of martial artists is not solved, you have to cheer up,
all the troubles, we are clearing up all the troubles for you, take good care of yourself, that's it, I'll
hang up first."

Lin Hao: ？？？？

"How anxious are you to die? You still have to hang first ......"

As soon as Lin Hao's words fell, he felt a rush of killing intent staring him in the

face, and he was instantly chilled all over his body, unable to move.

Lin Hao swallowed and squeezed out a smile that was worse than crying: "Just,
just kidding, the older you get the less you can tease."

"Humph!"



A fluttering cold hum sounded from afar.

Needless to say, this scene still made Lin Hao feel deeply shocked, it was indeed
too fierce.
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But the good thing was that the Lei and Lin families had been given the privilege that Xuan
masters could stay temporarily and were free to enter and leave the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace,
this privilege was very good.

Even when he returned to the Lin family, Lin Hao still looked towards the sky

dome in the direction of the capital from time to time, that was living in the sky.

Not much different from the gods in mythology anymore.

Lu Serves Xisan Dyeing Yi Pai? True. Heavenly Palace!

"Alright Xiao Hao, stop looking and prepare for the celebration feast." Xu Fang
Hua looked at Lin Hao dotingly, all these were too far away from Lin Hao, there was no need to

go into details.

Right now, the main thing was to celebrate Lin Hao's joy of getting a thousand
dollars, plus the resurrection of the Tianhai Group from the dead.



As for the latter, Lin Hao was not much excited, the main thing was the birth of his
daughter ah.

At the evening celebration party, everyone gathered neatly, and Shen Xiyan also

came out with her daughter Lin Ruo Shi to meet with everyone, but because she had just given

birth, she stayed for a while and then went back.

Naturally, no one said anything about this.

"Congratulations to the chief!"

"Congratulations to the boss on his golden daughter!"

The crowd raised their glasses and happily toasted Lin Hao, who also toasted them
back one by one.

"Chief, you are too powerful, I feel that in the future, I am afraid that the Tianhai

Group is going to radiate to every corner of China, especially this operation of yours today, it's
simply handsome." Vermilion Bird looked at Lin Hao with a look of admiration.

The chief had already thought of this move a long time ago, and today he

admitted this in front of so many reporters and made a promise in public.



At that time, those reporters were anxious ah, countless people are even more
anxious eyes, countless supporters will be established, on how to help Tianhai Group how to solve

the trouble, do not want to let Tianhai Group bankrupt ah.

As for those companies that took the lead in the smear campaign, plus those that
later got involved and wanted to share the cake, now it is a direct universal denunciation, in less
than a week, it is estimated that all will have to be liquidated and bankrupt.

The power of a nationwide boycott is extremely terrifying, and with other

companies breaking their contracts, the walls are falling down and the trees are falling apart.

They all want to get rid of these companies, and it's good enough that they don't
fall on their sword.

"Ai, at that time, I said how Lin Hao was so calm, but it turned out that he was

holding back such a big move, causing me to think that the Tianhai Group was really going to be
finished." Mo Tianji drank his cup of wine in one go, feeling a lot of emotions.

Jun Wu Regrets nodded his head in a hurry, "This move of Brother Lin is really
high! I admire and admire it!"

"It's all because you guys cooperated well ......" Lin Hao didn't even know what to

say, was he really that good?



The only thing that you guys did was to make up your own minds and do it,
right?

But these people all thought that Lin Hao had planned it.

What made Lin Hao even more speechless was that he had inadvertently reduced
the quantum of suffering of the general public, and his good thoughts were greater than his bad

ones, and he had inadvertently solved part of the trouble for Chen Beixuan and the others.

The reason why Lin Hao ordered not to allow clarification before was actually just
to give these people an outlet for their emotions, but the pressure for this could be on the entire

Tianhai Group, and Lin Hao would not hesitate to do so.

Who knew there was a divine twist, it would be amazing.

"Low and behold, I feel the chief is too modest." Vermilion Bird transformed into
Lin Hao's ultimate loyal fan, and Vermilion Bird also started to gradually diy.

"No no, net nonsense." Said Lin Hao, who was embarrassed himself.

However, Lin Hao's appearance instead made everyone think that Lin Hao was

being modest.



Lin Qingcheng, who knew the truth at the side, was going crazy trying to hold in

her laughter, how powerful Lin Hao was, it was all up to you guys to make up your own brains!

While the Lin family was brightly lit and bustling, the Xu family and the Long

family were in a sad state.

As for the Moving Mountain Sect and the Thousand Clans, it was even worse,
under the several mobilizations of the Vermillion Bird, the remnants of the two clans were all
imprisoned.

The once famous clans in the martial arts world, especially the Thousand Clans,
were once as dazzling as they were wretched at the moment!

The Yuehai Clan was smart, before the Vermilion Bird Group arrived in Jinling,
the Yuehai Clan Patriarch felt that this was not a time to do anything, and that staying in Jinling for
a long time was not an option, and returned to the clan in advance.
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The Yuehai clan got the matter of the moving mountain clan and the thousand clans being

imprisoned, and was so frightened that they hurriedly closed their mountain gates and hunkered

down, the Yuehai clan's mountain gates were again in the deep sea, and ? The clan is in the deep

sea and? Already at the edge of the Chinese sea, so the vermilion bird did not mean to strike at it

for a short time, allowing it to escape a calamity.

At this time within the study of the Xu family head, the Xu family many elders

face as gloomy as water, gaze fierce, teeth are about to gnash!



Opposite them sat the many elders of the Long Family, each one lovingly sighing
and sorrowful, sighing without stopping.

"Shut up! Don't fucking put aside your sighs, I didn't ask you all to come over

here to sigh and sigh." Xu Hongfeng, Xu Buwei's son, slammed the table in anger!

With the sage's decree, all the Xuan Masters of the two families had been recalled

to the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace, and all of a sudden there was no one in charge of the family.

Xu Hongfeng was only a young family head, but now he could only temporarily

assume the position of acting family head.

"Young master Xu, this ...... is nothing we can really do, what should we do if this
goes on?" The elders of the Long Family had ugly faces, and the other elders of the Xu Family

were no better off.

The saint's decree suddenly came down, the family head are directly left, not
even have time to give an account ah. The Long family head was the only strong person in the

Long family who had broken through to the early stage of Xuan Shi, and he had ended up leaving
straight away.

The young master, Long Kai Tian, had been expelled from the family by Lin Hao

and banished overseas, and now there was no news at all!



The Long family was left without a head, and could only rely on the Xu family to

keep them warm.

But they are still worried, as the members of the Vermilion Bird Group are still in

Jinling, and it feels like they will be attacked at any moment.

The worst thing was that the Lin and Lei families' Xuan Masters hadn't gone to the
Heavenly Palace. Although they couldn't make a move easily, such strong people, just standing
there, were a fearsome presence.

Xu Hongfeng's fists were clenched and his hands were bruised, but he could not

say a word.

"Report, report young master, something is wrong!" A Xu Family side elder came

running back with a panicked expression.

"Get out! What kind of occasion is this, is it something you can get involved in?"
The furious Xu Hongfeng was worried that he had no place to vent his anger, so he immediately

turned on the side elder who ran over with a flurry of dislike.

"Ugh."

Both the elders of the Long Family and the Xu Family, seeing Xu Hongfeng's
mind so restless and unstable, all secretly sighed, I'm afraid that this young master could not be

counted on.



It was even the Dragon Family's side that was beginning to think of taking the
blame and shaking hands with the Lin Family to make peace.

"No, Young Lord, if something really happens, the group our family controls, or
even our own group, is basically finished!"

"Astronomical units of money are evaporating every second ah, as of now, four ten
billion dollar groups have declared bankruptcy and liquidation, two of the hundred billion dollar

groups have also started to shrink like crazy, I'm afraid it's only a matter of time before they go
bankrupt." That side elder had no choice but to speak out with a stiff upper lip.

"Bastard, why didn't you say so earlier!" Xu Hongfeng was furious, how could this

be?

To cut off someone's wealth was tantamount to killing their parents!

Looking at this current situation, the opponent didn't just want to kill his parents,
he even meant to cut off his children's grandchildren!

The elder who was reprimanded by Xu Hongfeng could not say anything. If I
hadn't said it with a stiff upper lip, hell knows what the situation would have been.



"Hey? What are you saying? This can't be!" The Grand Elder of the Long Family

also received the call, and after hearing the call, the titled Grand Elder of the Long Family, where
the late Grand Master was, fell from his chair and sat on the floor with a thud.

"It's over! In less than three days, all the companies under the Dragon Family will
have to declare bankruptcy as well." The Dragon Family's Grand Elder, Long Yuan's voice was
hoarse, as if he had aged by a dozen years all of a sudden.

The powerful man in the study, his face grim, bared his eyes as he roared, "It's all
Lin Hao! This bastard is trying to push us to death!"

"We will not rest until we die with Lin Hao! If we don't kill Lin Hao, we'll never
be human!"
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After all, it is a family that has long since entered the world and naturally values such mundane

things as money with the utmost importance, not to mention, cannot swallow this anger!

In itself, they set out to take out Lin Hao's estate and then gradually put pressure

on the Lin family by nibbling away at it.

The rules of the Dragon Sect and the sage's decree were such that they did not

dare to use force easily, so they could only do it from elsewhere.



Who would have thought that by lifting a stone and smashing their own feet,
heaven? The company's main business is to provide a wide range of services to the public. The
company's business is not in the least bit affected, but it's on the verge of becoming poor.

This is, the Xu family outside the door sounded a noisy angry curses: "trash
hoards!

"Rubbish gentry! A bunch of scum who eat human blood!"

"Bastards, come out!"

"Xu family, Long family, what a bullshit one of the five great families of Jinling,
it's a disgrace to Jinling! "

"Get out of Jinling! You are not welcome in Jinling!"

In addition to the angry curses, there were countless bricks, rotten eggs, rotten
vegetable leaves, and cow dung being thrown in one after another.

"What's going on!" Xu Hongfeng's body exploded with power, and all the tables,
chairs and benches around him flew out.

He was so angry that someone came to his door looking for death!



"Don't be impulsive, young master, don't be impulsive!" The people of the Xu
family were so frightened that they hurriedly stopped Xu Hongfeng, they were joking! What was

the difference between going out at this time and seeking death?

No matter what you say now, it's wrong, even breathing is wrong!

If Xu Hongfeng dares to go out at this time, he will definitely be drowned in rotten
eggs and rotten leaves!

Not only that, if Xu Hongfeng couldn't resist making a move against ordinary
people, then it would instantly be spread to the internet and the Jinling Dragon Sect would even

make a move against them.

Even the higher-ups might have to move them!

"Then what should we do? Now we can only watch as they curse us outside?" Xu
Hongfeng's face was blue, when had he ever suffered such anger!

"Alas, there's no choice but to wait, close the door and wait for this storm to pass."
The people of the Xu family sighed helplessly, what could be done?

They've all been exterminated!



Seeing this, a group of people from the Long Family were filled with

disappointment, the Eldest Elder of the Long Family took the lead and rose to say goodbye,
"Young Master Xu, we still have many things to settle in our clan, so I won't stay any longer,
farewell!"

"Farewell! What do you want? Are you breaking up?" Xu Hongfeng's face was
gloomy, if the Long family were to leave at this time, they were just trying to break up the group,
and they might even bite back.

Long Yuan stared at Xu Hongfeng with a wrinkled brow, cursing in his heart:What

are you doing in front of me? Your father is not here, you are nothing! Even if your realm is equal

to mine, I can still abuse you! Even if we leave out the big Xuan masters in your Xu family, if we
really want to fight, my Long family is not much inferior to your Xu family!

At this moment, a certain voice sounded out, its tone full of mockery: "Heh, is this
the temperament of the Xu Family's young master? Without your father, you are nothing but a

waste!"

"Who is it! Get out!"

When Xu Hongfeng heard this, he became completely furious, his whole body
exploding with a terrifyingly powerful aura, his gaze as red as blood, as if he could eat the other
person alive as soon as they appeared!

His father was Xu Hongfeng's glory, but even more so his shame!



The other party's words, 'Without your father, you're a der', stung Xu Hongfeng's
damned pride.

"Who trespassed into my Xu family! Do you really think my Xu Family is made

of clay?"

The other Xu Family elders burst out with terrifying energy, their Dao Yin aura
was thick, the thin dead camel was bigger than the horse, not to mention that it was still alive!

The Xu Clan's experts had gone to the Heavenly Palace, but they were not dead!
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Buzz!

A terrifying pressure descended from the sky, and the entire Xu Family residence
was enveloped in a dazzling crimson glow!

Those who had not reached the Grand Master realm were all suppressed by this
terrifying aura to the ground, unable to move, even if they were Grand Masters, they all felt the
terrifying pressure at the moment and had extreme difficulty breathing.



Including the Xu family, the great elders of the Long family!

"This, this is a Xuan Master!" Long Yuan was shocked, how could it be! Apart
from the Xuan Masters of the Lei Xu Clan who were still in Jinling, who else dared to reach the

Xuan Master realm and not go to the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace?

The key was that this voice was somewhat familiar, yet it was definitely not any of
the Xuan Masters from the two Lei Xu families.

"No!"

Long Yuan suddenly reacted that something was wrong, this majesty, although
extremely terrifying and comparable to a Xuan Master, did not reach the Xuan Master realm, yet
it was above the peak Grand Master existence!

Half-step Xuan Shi realm!

Three crimson figures descended from the sky and slowly stepped into the study,
the aura emanating from all three was particularly terrifying, no less than any of the people present.

The two next to them, dressed in crimson robes, with a black cloak behind them

embroidered with a winged dragon which had a six-maned star formation in the background,
were actually the bishops of the Angelic Church!



The man in the middle, wearing a fiery red robe and a crimson cloak that danced

in the wind like a blazing flame, had an angel's sword engraved on the cloak, and under the cloak
it looked as if it was a real sword of flames.

Everyone in the room was stunned at the sight of the man in the middle!

Long Yuan was the first to react and ran over quickly, "Young master!"

"See the young master! Now the family head is being? Er Yi Yi Serves Zero Aizen

Zha? The law has summoned him, please take over the Dragon Family, Young Master!"

The Long family pleaded, all overjoyed.

Long Kai Tian had been banished overseas, only to come back this time and reach
the terrifying realm of half-step Xuan Master straight away, the Long Family was saved!

Not only that, this time the Long family might take the opportunity to squeeze into
the top three! Long Yuan was overjoyed, this time he was rich.

The Long Family now had absolute strength and an advantage that none of the
other four clans had!



Although the Xuan masters of the Lei and Lin families were still in Jinling, the
decree had decreed that they were not allowed to go out easily! And they still had to go to the

Qing Yun Heavenly Palace!

But Long Kai Tian, who happened to be only a half-step Xuan Shi, was not
qualified to be summoned to the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace, yet he became the greatest reliance.

It was thought that once the Xuan Masters left, Long Kai Tian was the strongest

existence!

"Young Long? This ......" Xu Hongfeng choked, not expecting that the one who
had just mocked him was Long Kai Tian!

If it was any other time, Xu Hongfeng would have gone straight up and smacked

him, but now ...... Xu Hongfeng was panicking.

The people of the Xu family were also a bit panicked, those elders looked
different.

The return of Long Kaitian may be able to ease the crisis of the two great families,
but blessings and disasters are hard to predict.

"Congratulations to Young Master Long on his return from his studies!"



"Congratulations to Young Master Long for breaking through to the half-step Xuan
Master realm, congratulations, the Long Family has produced a great talent." The people of the Xu
family, although they had different minds, still did a very considerate job on the surface.

Compared to not long ago, Long Kai Tian was more mature and stable at the

moment, and his once impetuousness had faded away, gradually becoming introverted.

His face was rigid and his eyes were demonic, and when he looked at him, it was
as if he was going to be seen straight through to the depths of his heart, while others were unable
to probe what was going on in his mind.

"Hm." Long Kai Tian nodded gently, his expression ancient and unruffled, "The
problems that the Xu Family and my Long Family are facing now, I already know about them,
and I can solve them. But before that, I would like to ask a question to Young Master Xu, our
common enemy is Lin Hao, right?"

Xu Hongfeng gritted his teeth and nodded, he was very upset about Long Kai Tian,
the little brother who was once only worthy of following behind him was now like a pale dragon,
but what was this displeasure compared to Lin Hao's hatred!

"But having said that, there is no way our Xu family will bow down to the Dragon

family! If we were to unite together to take revenge, I would have no problem with that, and we

are in a cooperative relationship, not a superior-subordinate relationship, so we can listen to your
advice, or not!" Xu Hongfeng was not foolish enough to bow down to the Long Family directly.

Chapter 1916



The Xu Family was the one with the most Xuan Master powerhouses among the Five Great Clans,
and Xu Hongfeng had the strength to say this when he said it.

At the same time, it was also a kind of reminder to Long Kai Tian to restrain

himself a little.

Long Kai Tian secretly sneered in his heart, this wasteful young master hadn't
been too completely stupid.

"It's natural." Long Kai Tian didn't refuse, "Then hurry up, the group and company
we control doesn't wait for anyone."

There was no more nonsense, and a short conversation formed an alliance. For his
part, Long Kai Tian gave everyone a plan to fix the situation in the open.

First of all, now that the Vermilion Bird Group might be on their radar, everything
had to be low-key, not to mention that they were now rats in the street, so they had to keep a low
profile first.

At the same time, declare all their groups, companies declare bankruptcy, and
then secretly transfer all their living forces, capital and products away, and channel them directly

towards overseas.



Through the help of the Angelic Church, change their names and identities

overseas and stifle their fortunes, as long as they develop and grow, it is only a matter of time
before they come back to kill again.

Even Lin Hao's Heaven Sent Justice team has been targeted by Long Kai Tian and

is ready to deal a fatal blow at any time.

As well as a? Closed-earth whisking Lu Lu whisking Er? A backup plan to

infiltrate the enemy!

Aren't countless companies now begging to work with the Tianhai Group? Then

we should secretly buy two companies and join the other side with a different cloak to corrupt
from within!

Since we can't beat the other side now, we should join them!

At these plans proposed by Long Kai Tian, everyone's eyes lit up, it was a good
idea~!

Now although the losses are also very heavy, but it's better than watching your

industry completely evaporate and then liquidate bankruptcy to be comfortable, not to mention
there is still a chance to take revenge isn't it!



"By the way, don't come out yourself, clear the relationship, also, you can find
him trouble from other aspects, can't get him killed, but can diaphragmatically kill him." Long
Kai Tian's last sentence summed up, which could be said to have hit the nail on the head.

After saying this, Long Kai Tian's face, which had been ancient and untouched,
could not help but show a ripple: Linglong, my female martial god, you are mine! One day you

will understand that only I am worthy of you!

After the people had discussed some details, Long Kai Tian left in secret with his

family, and Long Kai Tian and his two men left with their masks on.

Back at the Long Family, Long Kai Tian officially took over the Long Family, but
placed a gag order on all of the few core elders, including Long Yuan, that news of his return
would never be allowed to leak out!

Long Kai Tian even summoned Long Yuan to see him alone.

"Young master, what are your orders?" Long Yuan was very polite to Long Kai

Tian, this kind of talent, even the family head, Long Grievous Heaven, was not as good as him.

Long Kai Tian was still young and his future was limitless.

In addition, Long Kai Tian had even brought back two bishops who were even

stronger than him this time, which meant that Long Kai Tian had a great relationship with the

Angelic Church in Rice.



This was the hope for the Long Family to take off!

Long Kai Tian frowned as his right hand tapped lightly on the table, making a dull
sound.

After a long time, Long Kai Tian slowly spoke, "Eldest Elder, have you checked
the relationship between Zhu Yao and Lin Hao?"

"Checked!"

Long Yuan told us all he knew, "At first, we thought it was that person from the

Empress Bar who used his favours to help Lin Hao transfer the Vermilion Bird group over."

"It's just that, the Vermilion Bird group didn't leave after doing their business for
so long, besides, I always felt that something wasn't quite right, I'm afraid there's a big move

ahead, but it's just strange that the other side is holding back at this moment."

Long Kai Tian snorted, "You've been investigating for so long and that's all you've
found out?"

"My subordinate is ashamed."



"You should be ashamed!" Long Kai Tian's face snapped and his tone was so cold
that Long Yuan's body shivered.

Long Yuan looked horrified, what had Long Kai Tian gone through during this

period of time?

This is definitely a sofa decisive, a party lord level master ah!

It was a far cry from the previous dude who was a young family head with good

natural talent but was hell bent on pursuing Xu Linglong!
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"Haven't you noticed that recently, beside Lin Hao, there's an extra girl of similar age to Lei
Ling?"

"I know ...... wait! Young master you mean?" How could this information be

unknown to Long Yuan? He had specifically deepened his investigation into Lin Hao, and he

knew almost every single move Lin Hao made.

It was just this girl whose identity he wasn't quite sure about.

The next thing Long Kai Tian said directly stunned Long Yuan.



Long Kai Tian told him that the girl was the senior captain of the Vermilion Bird
Group, one of the three major groups of the Dragon Group, and even the daughter of the senior

captain of the South Tiger Group!

Even according to the analysis of the information obtained by Long Kai Tian, that
Vermilion Bird led the Vermilion Bird Group to Jin Ling, probably not because of the one from
the Empress Bar, it was highly likely that Lin Hao himself had the ability to mobilize the

Vermilion Bird Group.

Even this incident with the Tianhai Group was not without the shadow of the
Vermilion Bird Group behind it.

"Isn't this the end?" Long Yuan was desperate, "We can't fight anyone, not even
the top, Young Lord, what can we do about this?"

Long Kai Tian, on the other hand, did not think so, so what?

Those two up there were powerful, but what about Archangel Avril of the Angelic
Church, who was actually a vegetarian?

As the Angelic God Lord's world walker, Long Kai Tian even wanted to make

things bigger and more lively!



Long Kai Tian has not only returned with his own purpose this time, but also with
the Angelic God Lord's decree!

......

The following day, all the companies involved in this incident against the Tianhai
Group were declared bankrupt and liquidated, some of which were not under the control of these
two big families.

Some of them were not under the control of the two families, but were still
declared bankrupt, but were in fact secretly acquired by the two families at a low price.

After all, if they sell now, they will be able to live happily for the rest of their

lives.

If they didn't sell, and hesitated for a couple of days, then they would really lose
their money and even get into debt!

The actual power holder of the Tianhai Group, however, immediately let Zhuque

arrange for his cronies to manage, and is absolutely capable of people, or absolutely? Zero Xiyen

Wu Xiyi Di Di? The loyalty of the.

This is the first time I've ever seen a person who's been in a position to do
something.



But the vermilion bird but think, this is Lin Hao want to pick clear relationship,
because the vermilion bird has found the end, so she arranged the people to take over, in the
words of the vermilion bird.

In the words of Vermilion Bird, while she claimed so externally, in reality the
Tianhai Group was still in Lin Hao's hands, and it was Lin Hao's call whether to manage it or not.

"Chief, you're too good at this, aren't you? You're so good at anticipating the

enemy, did you find out so quickly that Tian Hai Group's collaborators were infiltrated?"
Vermilion Bird ran to Lin Hao with gusto, his admiration overflowing.

Vermilion Bird had already discovered the problem, including Yun Ruo, and
there were several companies that had recently entered into a partnership with the Tian Hai Group
that were in very big trouble.

Only three of these companies were actually controlled by the Xu family, while
the rest of those, were either those who wanted to speculate or those whom Long Kai Tian had

specially arranged to confuse the public.

At the same time, Zhu Que also found that there were huge problems with those

companies that had collectively announced their production batches. She already sensed that

things were not right, and that if things continued to develop like this, problems would definitely

emerge, and it was possible that the reputation of the Tianhai Group would crumble.



Even if the whole internet denounced the Tianhai Group, it would have nothing to
do with Lin Hao, the denunciation would only be about the Tianhai Group.

"Honey, look at this girl, what kind of worship has she made of you?" Shen Xiyan
looked at Zhu Que's little starry face, looking at her idol's little expression, Shen Xiyan was all
happy, her husband was that good.

Lin Hao was having a headache!

He also wanted to keep a low profile!

But the key to this brain-sucking emperor she wouldn't allow it!

In the following days, under the orders of Zhuque, all the companies that
cooperated with the Tianhai Group were thoroughly checked once under the hood, the
requirements could not be less strict, and the existing companies were also thoroughly

investigated.

Chapter 1918

A lot of companies with unclean bases, or those that wanted to deliberately infiltrate the Tianhai

Group, were identified and directly blacklisted, while being announced to the public.

When people saw this, they were all excited, look, this is the conscientious group,
how strict it is, just in case we were cheated!



And those companies are also frowning, who would have thought that this Tianhai
Group would love their feathers so much?

Not only that, the three branches of Tianji Medicine, Junmen Can, and Tian Yue

Media also copied this situation, and many companies were brushed off, although Lin Hao
announced that these three branches had nothing to do with the Tian Hai Group, and he removed
himself from it.

However, the three branches did not have this awareness, and people were not

treated differently.

As for those blacklisted companies, they were miserable. Who dared to cooperate

with companies that the Tianhai Group did not dare to cooperate with? Who would dare to trust

them?

This invariably helps to take out one? Close the service Lu Fu Zha Zha Lu Wu Wu?
The group of companies with problems.

As for those companies that are favoured by the Tianhai Group, they are so proud
of themselves that they are inundated with channels of cooperation and are simply not too
comfortable.

So even though the Tianhai Group is strict, these companies are still eager to join
the group.



Not only that, but the Tianhai Group also requires those companies to do the same
for their partners, and never allow others to spoil the congee.

"Young master, the situation is not optimistic." At the Long Family residence,
Long Yuan hurriedly ran to Long Kai Tian.

"Our companies have basically been found to have been kicked out, including
those smoke bombs released, and it seems that the other side has noticed. Is our layout for most
of the year just gone?" Long Yuan looked very anxious.

During this period of time, Jinling was calm because of the presence of the

Vermillion Bird Group, the Jinling martial arts world was calm, especially since Long Kai Tian

was still laying out, so there was no rush to take action against Lin Hao.

Three months ago, Lin Yun, Xu Fang Hua and that strong Xuan Master of the Lei

family had also left for the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace and had no way to return if there was no
urgent matter.

Now the young heads of the Lin and Lei families are Lin Hao and Lei Ling

respectively. Originally, Lin Hao was to take charge of the Lin family's headship, but it turned out
that Lin Hao had directly left it to Lin Rui to act, and Lei Ling was even less interested in

managing the Lei family, and apart from sticking to Lin Hao, she was more likely to tease her
little niece.



Long Kai Tian looked up with a clear head, no emotion could be seen on his cold,
stern face, "All kicked out?"

"That's not true, we got four core companies to sneak in before and after, two of
them withstood the test and reached a deep cooperation with the Tianhai Group." Long Yuan,
however, felt that two companies would not be able to pry the behemoth, "Only, young master,
two companies, I'm afraid, don't have enough volume to affect the big picture."

"A thousand-mile embankment collapses in an ant's nest, and the Great Xia will

fall, destroyed by its foundation. No matter, go down."

Long Yuan: ......

Long Yuan hesitated for half a second, opened his mouth but could not say

anything, so he nodded his head and left.

The conversation was split into two, not only did Long Yuan come running to

report to Long Kai Tian, but the Lin family, Zhu Yao had also arrived.

"Hello chief, hehehe, and hello little chief." Vermilion Bird came in and greeted

Lin Hao, seeing that Lin Hao was teasing his daughter, Vermilion Bird smiled and teased Lin

Hao's daughter in passing.

Lin Ruoshi's big black glowing eyes looked at Zhu Quo, her childish face
blossomed into a bright smile and she waved towards Zhu Quo uncontrollably, "Eeee, eeee ......"



At this time, Lin Ruoshi could not speak yet, after all, she was only a few months

old, but seemed to like the vermilion bird very much.

"Haha, come here, let Auntie Zhuque hug you." Vermilion Bird happily went over
and hugged Lin Ruoshi in her arms, the little girl opened her heart and mind.

Lin Hao, on the other hand, was speechless, Auntie Vermilion Bird? Little girl are

you serious?

"Why are you still in Jinling, don't you need to take care of things in the capital

over there?" Lin Hao frowned, now that he had lifted the ordinary people's quantum of destruction,
it was already enough to give face to the two saints, Chen Bei Xuan and Lin Cang Dao.
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As for matters in the martial arts world, as long as they don't touch him, he doesn't bother with
them. He doesn't smell good when he accompanies his daughter-in-law for a stroll and teases his

own little cottontail?

"I didn't complete my task, chief." Vermilion Bird had an aggrieved look on his

face, "Do you want to kick me out so badly? My mission is to be in charge of protecting you,
besides, the matter of the Flame Island hasn't been traced clearly yet, that Dragon Zaitian was
killed and we haven't gotten any clues so far in tracing it."



"There's no way for our people to go up to the Flame Island, there's a formation
seal from the Angelic Church up there, our people didn't come out once they went in."

How could Lin Hao not know that this was the other party's excuse to protect him?
Sure that Lin Hao needed protection?

As for the matter of Long Zaitian, that was a few months ago, and they hadn't even
found out anything?

Lin Hao didn't believe this, either the other party already knew the situation and

deliberately didn't say anything, or they were deliberately stalling in order to stay in Jinling.

"Right chief, I've come today to report something important." Vermilion Bird
handed Lin Ruoshi back to Lin Hao, her pretty face revealed a touch of seriousness: "Chief, you
expected right, those guys are really restless

What about them, they thought they had really penetrated inside our group, in
reality, instead, they are being watched by us to death."

"Stop ...... What does this have to do with me? I only have shares left in Tianhai

Group, what it does has nothing to do with me, right? Also, you go and tell the three branch heads
clearly, I don't want the fifty percent of shares, return it, give it to whoever you like." Lin Hao
hurriedly interrupted Zhu Que's words, this kind of thing has half a dime to do with him oh.



The mouth is crooked, the aura is fully open, this Su family does not stay? Shan

Aizhan Zhai closed service closed ground? So be it! The three year period has arrived,
respectfully welcome the Dragon King ...... cough cough, string play.

In fact, it is mainly because Lin Hao wants to put himself on the family, after
having a daughter, Lin Hao's mentality is more different.

But no matter how Lin Hao tried to stop it, Zhuque still said it.

He also praised Lin Hao fiercely and worshipped him. In Zhuque's opinion, Lin
Hao could see things like a god and had seen through the problems long ago.

All Lin Hao wanted to say was, "Laozi's might is all in your imagination!

It turned out that the Dragon Family and Xu Family's infiltration plan, under the
reminder of Lin Hao's 'thoughtless words', Vermilion Bird started to put a dead hand on this

aspect and really found out that very many of the partner companies had problems.

Even some of the Tianhai Group's subsidiaries were problematic, and Vermilion

Bird struck hard straight away, although there were still two companies that Vermilion Bird had

specifically left behind.

It was the two scouts of the Dragon Family, who thought they had kept two

infiltration targets, but in fact, the Vermilion Bird had checked them out a long time ago, and the



reason why they didn't move was simply to facilitate keeping an eye on the enemy and hiding

themselves.

"The Dragon Family? The Xu family has been brushed out, and the Dragon family
is jumping like that?" Lin Hao was quite surprised, but didn't care, it was just other guns, plus
these days, the Xu and Long families were really low profile, Lin Hao was also happy to do so.

Lin Hao was not kind enough to give the direct order of expulsion, "Well, you go
back, Xiao shi should be hungry."

"Find your sister-in-law if you're hungry, what's it to do with you?" Zhuque was
speechless, did you have?

Lin Hao didn't say anything, and with a wave of his hand, there was an extra milk
bottle in his hand, still warm.

Vermilion Bird was choked, but soon his eyes lit up and he ran over at once,
snatching the bottle out of Lin Hao's hand, "I'm familiar with this, I'll feed it!"

Lin Hao stood frozen in place, his arms had long since been empty, Lin Ruoshi
had lost it and the milk bottle had slipped away.

"Wonderful!"



"That what, Zhuque you take the child to play, within two hours Xu back ah!" Said
Lin Hao flashed and flew towards Shen Xiyan's room: "Xiyan, I have something important to talk
secretly with you in your room, quietly ......"

"You can be a person." The corners of Zhuque's mouth twitched, the child was left
to her, these two went to secretly shamelessly go?

Time flies, in the blink of an eye, it is already more than a year has passed.

Lin Ruoshi, who once could only babble a couple of sentences, now had her teeth

and could simply call out Lin Hao, and a few other important people.

Chapter 1920

At the same time, the little girl was looking more and more adorable.

For more than a year, Jinling has been calm and quiet, seemingly not making any
waves, even Lin Hao was surprised that the Xu and Long families were so resistant.

But Lin Hao was happy about this, it was better to stay calm, he would save

himself the trouble!

But apart from Jinling and the capital, the situation in other places was not much
better, the martial arts world was already very complicated and chaotic with martial artist

disputes.



However, the main fighting force was the strongest of the middle Grand Master

and below, as the main fighting force. The rules of the Dragon Sect were still in place, so chaos
was still chaos, but the strongest of the late Grand Master did not dare to break the rules at will.

As for those fights between clan masters, the Dragon Sect side has chosen to turn
a blind eye to them, as long as they don't go too far and don't affect ordinary people, the Dragon
Sect already doesn't care.

So these cultivators had gone particularly far!

Especially after three years, the situation had intensified and was quite

complicated.

In a flash, three years had passed since Lin Ruoshi's birth. Yesterday was Lin
Ruoshi's little girl's third birthday, and countless people had come to congratulate her, even the
Dragon Master and his woman had actually come.

Lin Yun, Xu Fang Hua also took a leave of absence and returned to the Lin family
from the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace to celebrate the birthday of Xu Fang Hua's
great-granddaughter.

"Poopy, what are you looking at?" Lin Ruoshi walked over and then burrowed into
Lin Hao's arms with unparalleled skill, Lin Hao slightly raised his hand and would let Lin Ruoshi
lie comfortably in his arms, while he himself continued to play the mobile game without any

influence, operating it to a flying start.



The more Lin Ruo Shi grows up, the more she clings to Lin Hao, and it's true that
a daughter is her father's sweet little darling.

The daughter is the father's little lover in his past life.

And the bear son, that is definitely the wrongdoer in the past life, is the old debt

collector wow.

This is why Shen Xiyan does not know how many times he has been jealous,
obviously his own? The actual fact is that you will be able to get a lot more than just a few of the

most popular and popular items. The first time I saw a girl, she was only sticking to Lin Hao.

"That what, Lin Hao." Shen Xiyan greeted Lin Hao with a red face, "Come to my

room, I have something important to tell you." "Say something, there's no outsiders here."

Lin Hao was so focused on playing the game that he didn't even notice that Shen
Qi Yan was slightly blushing, if he had raised his eyes a little to look at her, Lin Hao would have
run away!

When they were first married, men were like wolves and tigers, but after a few
years of marriage, women were like wolves and tigers!

If it were possible, Lin Hao would love to make the sofa his home!



Besides, Lin Hao also noticed that Shen Xi Yan was looking at Lin Ruo Shi more

and more clinging to herself, and her desire to have a son was getting heavier and heavier, Lin
Hao felt that his body was being emptied, even a werewolf couldn't afford to be made like this!

Shen Xiyan blushed even redder: "That, that, I think Ruo Shi needs a brother ......"

"No, she doesn't need one!" Lin Hao was scared and shivered, this is too scary, it's
broad daylight, daughter-in-law, be reserved!

"What did you say?" Shen Xiyan's gaze was morbidly cold and unusual, glaring
at Lin Hao with a deadly glare.

"Cough cough, it's still dark, what are you talking about, can't you see Ruo Shi is
still here." Lin Hao shrank back in embarrassment.

"So, you're going to sleep in your room tonight?" Shen Xiyan's eyes lit up, it
wasn't impossible, it was already afternoon and there were still two hours, thirty-eight minutes
and forty-five seconds left before night, no, another three seconds had passed.

If Lin Hao knew what Shen Xiyan was thinking at the moment, he would have

exclaimed, "What a guy, pinpointing to the second?" ？？？？



"But I made a mistake and I haven't recognized it yet, so I should continue to be

punished and sleep on the couch!" Lin Hao said stiffly, it's not easy to lie on the sofa to clear your
head for a few days!

Shen Xiyan was so angry that she gritted her teeth, "No, you have clearly realized
your mistake!"

"How do I know this?"

"I forgive you!" Shen Xiyan was so furious that she was on the verge of going up in
smoke!

Lin Hao shook his head blankly and was resolute, "No, I can't forgive myself!"

"Get lost! If you don't go to your room tonight, I'll make you sleep in the
doghouse!" Shen Xiyan was so angry that she was about to explode on the spot! She was so angry!
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